
Town of Waldoboro 

Communications and Technologies Committee 

Monday, September 21, 2020 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at 5:30pm start time is Reuben Mahar and Richard Hoffses.  

Non-voting member Robert (Bob) Butler is in attendance via Zoom. 

Director of Planning, Max Johnstone, is attending and recording the minutes. 

Guests: Julie Keizer did arrive to provide updates on Charter for Chapel Road. 

 

2. Minutes 

Minutes were deferred. 

 

3. Unserved Pockets 

Julie arrived to provide an update on Chapel Road. CMP has said that twenty poles need to be replaced to support the 

cable. Julie emphasized to CMP and Charter that there are remotely learning and working on Chapel Road and they need 

to speed the process up so they can have some internet during the school year. Members of the Committee were confused 

that twenty poles supposedly need to be replaced. Julie said she forwarded the email to residents on Chapel Road and 

was surprised to not receive any responses; Reuben said he would send out a second email to reiterate Julie’s points. 

(Julie left) 

For other remaining pockets, Max provided E911 addresses for the homes that are on unserved roads to give an estimated 

number for potential residents who lack internet. Max mentioned that he only wanted the southern portion of Flanders 

Corner to get the cable connection since the northern half already has LCI and does not want the cost of connecting the 

entire road to be a factor. Max also mentioned he added some private roads that are built off of Noyes Road. Bob asked 

that Hoak Road also be added in that list that has a resident with a connection and another resident who has no internet 

but has children who need it for school. 

Reuben wanted to look at wireless possibilities since there are some roads that ISPs would not find feasible to provide a 

physical line to; Max provided one of the new streetlight fixtures to explain there is the ability to have wireless connections 

work off the node of the streetlight. The idea was initially looked at by Max and John Lawrence during the beginning of 

the conversion project, but was later dropped since the technology was too new and there will likely be better options 

when the lights are paid off in four years; Reuben says that trees are a big factor in why wireless is limited with how far it 

can go. Richard suggested if there could be a test of the technology; Max said he hasn’t explored it too much and residents 

who want this would have to have an active streetlight, which some people don’t want so they can have a dark sky 

atmosphere. 

Richard brought up that there should be an effort to find properties that have children that do not have access to internet; 

Max said that RSU40 could potentially be approached for addresses, but they are likely to only confirm if there are children 

in an unserved road instead of giving totals or physical addresses. 

 

4. Remote Participation Guidelines 

Max explained that the Town’s ability to allow members and audience members to participate remotely is because of 

Governor Mills’ Emergency Order that briefly amends the Freedom of Access to Information Act for the State to allow 

remote participation. Max said that he hopes that—due to COVID—the State Legislature will make the amendment 

permanent so remote participation can be available for members who do not want to drive in bad weather or have other 

obligations during an important meeting. Max encouraged people to reach out to Legislative members when such a piece 

of legislation is brought forward. If it happens, Max wants to create a guidelines and protocols document for members of 

the Town Committees and Boards to avoid common issues that are associated with remote meetings. Bob raised his hand 

for a while to show that one issue is visual cues that could be overlooked. 

 

5. Town Website 

The new website is active! Max said anyone at the Town Office can post items online. Richard and Reuben said that they 

liked the new look of the website. 

6. ADJOURN 


